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Abstract
It is normal for any organization to have an online attendance on the Internet. With the continued rise of the
internet and the growing importance of websites, it has become increasingly difficult for websites trying to reach
potential customers/visitors to achieve visibility. Around 4 million new websites appear online every month in
Google search engine platform. As a result of this astonishing rise, it has become more difficult for websites to
remain visible among the competing sites without using the optimal available search engine tools.
In this study, there is one case study from the United Kingdom that was selected to explore this subject. The
research considered how University of Dundee could implement Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and paid
listings such as Pay Per Click (PPC) to their website.
The recommendations of this research can be used to guide the marketers how to improve the visibility of their
website to the related target audience. In turn allowing marketers to more accurately determine their choice of an
optimal search engine marketing strategy.
Keywords: search engine, PPC; SEO, digital marketing
1. Introduction
Studies have identified the web as searchers’ first port of call for locating information. As a result, Search engine
strategies have become a significant topic for organizations to consider when improve maintaining and managing
their websites.
Sheffield (2020), confirm out that it is necessary for educations and e-commerce websites to be listed in search
engine results in order to be visible, visited and ultimately successful. Previous study has pointed that failing to
be listed on at least the first two pages of search results will lead to being invisible to 95% of potential
student/consumer. In fact, failure to be listed on the first page of search engine results will mean 38% of potential
student/customers will never see that webpage listing (Verma et al., 2020).
The importance of a search engine is that it assists marketing and advertising departments in putting the right
address, or title, in order to become the best answer to customers’ questions, or the keywords they write in the
search engine.
For example, when someone searches for how a car battery is charged, the best answer to this question might be
‘ways to charge a car battery’. Thus, it can assist marketing teams to know how people are looking for their
products and how to generate value from digital advertising.
In general, there are two ways a potential user could find any website via Google’s search engine (Duggal, 2020).
The first is through an ‘organic’ result listing (on the basis of SEO), and the second is by paid listings such as a
PPC listing (Duggal, 2020).
SEO officially started in 2000, and its relentless rise start to take place in 2005, when Google begun updating
their algorithm, which they continue to annually (Kasilingam and Thanuja, 2020). Thus, websit owners try to
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make the necessary changes to their site in order to improve their website ranking (Kavitha and Balaji, 2020).
The main objective of SEO is to develop a website’s ranking in the search engine results’ pages (Kasilingam and
Thanuja, 2020). Thus, it is significant for website owners or website developers working in this field to have an
essential understanding of search engine-related concepts such as ‘crawling’ and ‘indexing’ (Kavitha and Balaji,
2020).
Paid advertising means the product appears when the customer uses keywords, in the search engine, and
advertising appears next to the search results (Peter et al., 1999). Paid advertising allows organizations the
opportunity to list their websites on the first page of the search results (Tiwari, 2020). Over the last 20 years,
paid advertising become a way to generate revenue for search engines (Kasilingam and Thanuja, 2020).However,
oganizations will be charged each time a user clicks on the advertised link (Kavitha and Balaji, 2020). According
to Kavitha and Balaji (2020), Google Ads can offer to organizations the ability to set how much per click their
organizations is spending for the purpose of traffic directly to their website.
This report outlines the search marketing strategy for The University of Dundee School of Business (UDSB)
conversion degrees. This report will not explain the different platforms of the search engine. This report has five
sections. The first section will focus on Search Engine Optimisation (SEO). Section two looks at Digital
Advertising. Section three concerns Digital Marketing Analytics. Section four covers Strategy and Planning of
Digital Advertising Analytics for UDSB. The final section provides recommendations and offers a conclusion.
2. Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
2.1 What Is Search Engine Optimisation and How Does It Work?
Search Engine optimisation changes the content to make a website more appealing to the search engine and
potentially changes the web design to make it more likely that the search engine will display a page higher in the
results of search engine searches (Gunjan et al., 2012). It is possible that the average user uses the search engine
in order to write the keywords or phrases that they are looking for (Dover and Dafforn, 2011). And the keywords
or phrase might by specific or broad. There are three different phrase users might write in the search engine
which are:
●

Exact match: for example, only the exact phrase (white coffee) (Dover and Dafforn, 2011).

● Phrase match: Phrase containing the exact phrase. For example, (best beans for white coffee) (Dover and
Dafforn, 2011).
● Broad match: Phrase containing a widel- understood meaning. For example, (hot caffeinated drink) (Dover
and Dafforn, 2011).
The author suggests that UDSB important to have title could be the best answer for all the three different phrases.
In order to get UDSB page in the highest rank in Search Engine results (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Keyword Variation Tool
Source: karooya, 2019.
However, it is important to understand how search engines work . And how (SEO) illustrate those pages that
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contain links arranged from the top down work (Dover, 2011). The method of Google is to search all the
information and links on the Internet, about your query, and arrange them gradually by an algorithm in less than
a second (Dover and Dafforn, 2011). There are three main concepts which UDSB must understand to move the
rank of UDSB (SEO) to the first link when a user, for example, searches about business schools. These concepts
are:
❖ Crawler: A crawler is a program that visits your web pages; a Crawler reads your page or website and it is
selectively indexed by the crawler. In addition, a crawler is interested in reading links and sites that are on your
page (Gudivada et al., 2015). Thus, the web-indexing process in the search engine means that the crawler reads
all the links in your site. Moreover, crawlers analyse relevance to the topic and the number of people who have
linked your page to their pages. The crawler affects the likelihood of your website being high in the search
engine process (Gudivada et al., 2015).
❖ Index: Indexing is a process that occurs before the search, to increase the speed of the search engine and
increase the organization of information for the search engine (Dover and Dafforn, 2011). A reverse index is a
system by which elements in a database are collected and converted into documents (Dover and Dafforn, 2011).
The search engine uses the so-called ‘token’ to reduce the words to their main meanings and thus reduces the
amount of data stored and so it retrieves it faster (Dover and Dafforn, 2011). This approach displays the
keywords the user is searching for and fetches relevant links faster (Dover and Dafforn, 2011). Understanding
indexing and tokenization will assist UDSB in terms of how search engine indexing works (Gudivada et al.,
2015).
❖ PageRank: PageRank is an algorithm that has obtained a Google patent certificate. It is a process that
evaluates the quality of the site or page, through links (Amerland, 2013). The idea is simple: if the links to your
site or page are referred from other pages it means that your page is more important and authoritative (Amerland,
2013). Thus, this concept will increase the efficiency of the pages of UDSB by making and encouraging links
from external pages in order to raise the ranking of the University of Dundee in search engines (Amerland,
2013).

2.2 What Factors Affect Search Engine Optimisation?
A number of diverse factors affect the search process through which we can understand the process of search
engine optimisation (Gunjan et al., 2012). However, the basic process that enables the reaching of initial results,
in the search process, is to understand the user and how they search, what keywords they use, and how they
formulate questions or short phrases (Gunjan et al., 2012). Thus, understanding how users use a search engine
can lead the UDSB conversion degrees department to choose the correct title or subjects for the UDSB website
(Gunjan et al., 2012). The following factors might impact UDSB’s rank on a search engine:
❖ The frequency of keywords within your page or web scripts. Duplicating these words will increase the
impact on the search engine and increase the likelihood of attaining a high rank, so the repetition of keywords
used by users is crucial (Spais, 2010).
❖ The lifetime of a site. Every day, thousands of pages and sites are opened through search engine platforms
(Spais, 2010). However, few sites remain for long and long -surviving sites might assist the site in appearing
high up on search engine results (Spais, 2010). Those sites with a long history are those that the search engine
ranks first when users search (Spais, 2010).
❖ The number of websites or pages linking to a particular site. The search engine is affected by the number of
sites that link to a particular site. The more pages that link to that particular site, the higher the chance that the
site might be in the top rank when a search is done (Spais, 2010). Wikipedia is an example of this. Every page in
Wikipedia leads you to another page in the same website, and Wikipedia includes thousands of links. This
explains why Wikipedia is usually at the top of a search (see Figure 2) (Spais, 2010).
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Figure 2. The number of websites or pages linking to a particular site
Source: WIKIPEDIA 2019.
2.3 Benefits of Search Engine Optimisation for UDSB
There are a considerable number of benefits of Search Engine Optimisation (Bao et al., 2007). Firstly, millions of
searches are done every day from all categories of user keywords (Bao et al., 2007). Understanding this makes it
easy to reach a high ranking in a search engine. UDSB must use those words in their subjects and titles in order
to achieve a top rank in search results (Bao et al., 2007). Secondly, it is necessary to understand the search
engine and how the process allows users to promote a site without paying any additional costs, to understand
how a search engine works, and to understand its tools (Bao et al., 2007). Such tools as Crawl, Index and
PageRank can lead UDSB to figure in the top ranking search results without paying for advertising (Bao et al.,
2007). Finally, Search Engine Optimisation for UDSB can allow users to avoid mistakes when creating pages or
subjects. The following factors need to be taken into consideration:
1. Choosing a title is irrelevant. This is one of the most common mistakes (Google, 2019). (UDSB) must
choose topics related to a page or text in order to achieve a high-ranking position in the final search results
(Google, 2019).
2. The titles of the pages should be short and answer users' questions well (Google, 2019).
3. A common mistake is to use a single title for all the topics on a site (Google, 2019). UDSB must have different
and unique topics in order to assist the search engine to separate pages and locate the different titles associated
with the keywords that users use (Google, 2019).
3. Digital Advertising
3.1 What is Digital Advertising?
Digital advertising is advertising through the Internet, to access sites and platforms that are frequented by users
(Go and CSD, 2006). Digital advertising is advertising through video or images (Go and CSD, 2006). Digital
advertising has become a space to attract consumers more precisely (Go and CSD, 2006). Digital media is
becoming more accessible to users and building a mass base through digital advertising is possible (Go and CSD,
2006). Moreover, digital advertising might create a well-known brand (Go and CSD, 2006).
3.2 How Many Types of Digital Advertising Are There?
Firstly, Display advertising, also known as Native Advertising, is a video, with images, animation or phrases
with backgrounds (Dickey & Lewis, 2012). It can be seen in the most famous sites where advertising is used,
namely Facebook (see Figure 3) (Dickey & Lewis, 2012).
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Figure 3. Display advertising
Source: Facebook 20190.

Secondly, one type of Digital Advertising is Pay Per Click (PPC) ads, a marketing process that is done by each
user clicking on an ad that then costs the advertiser. For example, an advertiser will pay £5 per click and, at the
end of the month, if 20 users click on that ad, the advertiser will pay £100 (Klopf & Yu, 2007). It is a powerful
tool to promote visiting advertisers’ sites (Klopf & Yu, 2007). One of the most popular examples of these ads is
what Google offers (Klopf & Yu, 2007). For example, typing ‘laptop’, on the Google search engine, will
generate a list of website links, but the top picture has a sponsor of PPC ads (see Figure 4) (Klopf & Yu, 2007).
PPC might be the optimal option for UDSB because it will lead it to know who is interested in being part of
UDSB (Klopf and Yu, 2007). In addition, PPC can also maintain interaction with customers because they will
visit UDSB’s site (Klopf & Yu, 2007). UDSB must avoid PPC if the marketing budget is low (Klopf & Yu,
2007).

Figure 4. Digital Advertising is Pay Per Click (PPC) ads
Source: Google 2019.
Thirdly, a type of Digital Advertising is Cost Per Thousand Impressions (CPM) Bidding. It means that digital
advertising will appear to a thousand users looking through the search engine for the word laptop, and this is a
very useful method, for those with a limited marketing budget (Dickey and Lewis, 2012). Four type of Digital
Advertising is video advertising: one of the best platforms that become famous via video advertising is YouTube
(see Figure 5) (Dickey and Lewis, 2012). There are two types of video advertising, In-Stream Video Ads - these
ads might apply before, during or after the original video play, and Out-Stream Video Ads which lead you to
another video to watch the ad. The University of Dundee School of Business might use the latter type if their
marketing budget is limited (Dickey and Lewis, 2012).
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Figure 5. Digital Advertising is Cost Per Thousand Impressions (CPM)
Source: YouTube 2019.
Fourthly, a type of Digital Advertising is Retargeting, also known as remarketing, when the customers click to
visit the advertising site (Google, 2019). This how retargeting ads work inserting a very small code on your site
(this code could be referred to as a pixel). The pixel, or the code, is unobtrusive. The code won’t affect the site’s
performance and visitors will not notice it. When visitors enter the site, the code will link to the users in the site.
Later, when the visitors visit the Web, the code will let you retarget that customer and serve ads. Retargeting ads
are served to only to people who have previously visited your site, for example, customers that add your
products to their shopping cart but have not completed payment (see Figure 6) (Google, 2019).

Figure 6. Retargeting ads
Source: Google, 2019.
3.3. keys to create UDSB Text Ad
● The title needs to have the best answer for the keywords that users might use as well as avoiding long
sentences or phrases (see Figures 6&7).

Figure 6. Suitable title (Source: Karooya, 2019).
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Figure 7. Long title
Source: Karooya, 2019.
● Adding a message, call and location to UDSB ads in order to attract different customers to contact UDSB.
(see Figures 8)
●

Adding advertiser ratings that could attract more customers and users by having five stars next to your ads.

Figure 8. Adding messages, location, call and advertiser rate
Source: Karooya, 2019.
3.4 What Makes Digital Advertising Campaigns Successful?
First, outline your goals: who are you targeting and why. These questions are important before choosing which
advertising to pick. The author believes that if the goal is to increase the awareness of the users about the
websites then the most suitable digital advertising will be Pay Per Click (PPC) ads because it reaches a
considerable number of users whereas if the goal is to show a particular product to particular customers then
retargeting ad are the best choice (Dickey and Lewis, 2012).
Second, reach your audience: adding a promotion or page to your site will not automatically attract users to enter
your website. Nowadays, social advertising offers targeting abilities that are extremely efficient to assist UDSB
reach the right users. For example, Instagram can specify the audience based on very specific standards such as
age, geographic location, connections, interests, career and education. Thus, this data can make Digital
Advertising campaigns successful by providing control over a campaign that will help make it both valuable and
successful (Dickey and Lewis, 2012).
4. Digital Marketing Analytics
4.1 What are Digital Marketing Analytics?
Digital marketing analytics is a tool for obtaining sufficient information about the behaviour of customers on
different internet channels (Järvinen, 2015), because users or buyers may interact through it (Järvinen, 2015). In
addition, it will probably lead to more revenue (Järvinen, 2015). Digital market analytics assist the development
of marketing plans and strategies (Järvinen, 2015). It is data-based analysis, so it is possible to arrive at interval
analyses between forecasts and reality (Järvinen, 2015). Digital Marketing analytics assist in understanding the
client or user and how to attract them (Järvinen, 2015). There is a large number of Digital marketing analytics
(Järvinen, 2015). The most relevant ones for UDSB are:
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● The number of visitors to the site is tracked via a code linked to the site, so that they can be reached through
digital advertising (Flores, 2013).
● The number of customers staying at UDSB’s website (Flores, 2013). The period of time customers stay on
UDSB’s website might lead the digital marketing team to understand the strengths of their website (Flores, 2013).
In addition, the status of the client within the site has an important effect in that process (Flores, 2013). By
staying at the UDSB site for a period of time, it is possible to know what features attract users’ attention, by
clicking on the items and then identifying users or customers (Flores, 2013. For example, one of the most famous
sites using this method is Amazon (see Figure 9) (Flores, 2013).

Figure 9. What goods attract users’ attention
Source: Amazon 2019.

● Digital analytics for Email Marketing. These analytics are important for UDSB because they will lead to
knowing how many users open an email or how many users click on the links (Flores, 2013). Thus, email
analytics are significant to know how to attract your customer with your digital ads.
● The Click-Through Rate (CTR) is a way to determine the success of electronic advertising according to the
number of viewers, or those who see UDSB’s advertising and the people who actually clicked on the ad (Flores,
2013). It is vital to know the result because it will prove the success or failure of digital advertising. It might be
that customers were not accurately defined or advertising content was not effective with users (Flores, 2013).
Getting all of this information from Digital Marketing analytics, and dividing it into small, manageable parts, can
assist in the process of analysing the digital market (Flores, 2013). Moreover, it will allow UDSB to notice its
strengths and weaknesses of its digital marketing approach (Flores, 2013).
4.2 Two Main Keys of Digital Marketing Analysis
There are a considerable number of means to make digital marketing successful (Stokes, 2011). Firstly, identify
the goal clearly and identify the reason for collecting Digital Marketing analytics. Clear goals assist in knowing
what categories of data you need in order to achieve that goal (Stokes, 2011). Goals differ in Digital marketing
analysis, such as attracting new customers to UDSB’s website or helping customers buy a particular product
(Stokes, 2011). Secondly, user traffic on UDSB’s site is likely to come from various search engines, by accessing
UDSB directly through the URL, from other sites, from social networking sites or through paid advertising
(Stokes, 2011). This data, when separated and analysed, will assist digital marketing to know where to focus,
whether that be to increase user awareness of the brand or improve traffic (Stokes, 2011).
5. Strategy and Planning of Digital Advertising Analytics for UDSB
The strategy of Digital Advertising Analytics for UDSB can be divided into five parts:
1. The first step of the strategy is to start with a SWOT analysis, a useful step to understanding the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and weaknesses of UDSB (Jackson, 2003).
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Table 1. SWOT analysis of UDSB (Jackson, 2003).
THREATS

Opportunities

✔

✔

Use of digital advertising might incur significant

UDSB could reduce the amount of data they need by using digital

costs without getting any revenue from it.

advertising analytics on their customer traffic.

✔

Using digital advertising at the wrong time, or in

and YouTube. Linking all these platforms and using Digital Marketing Analysis

the wrong place, might lead to a negative reaction from

will lead to a focus on the customers’ probability of staying longer and securing

customers or users.

their loyalty (see Figure 11).

✔

UDSB has its own page on all the different platforms, such as social media

Weaknesses

Strengths

✔

✔

UDSB can find its own data to analyse from its website.

✔

UDSB has other school pages that can link all the pages to each other and

There is no Digital Advertising on UDSB, such

as display advertising (also known as Native
Advertising).

that will lead to an increase in the rank of the final search results on the search
✔

Lacks the repeating of main words such as

engine (see Figure 10).

‘School of Business’.

Figure 11. UDSB and social media
Source: The University of Dundee School of Business 2019.

2. The second step of Digital Advertising Analytics is to define the goal of Digital Advertising. Determining the
goal of Digital Marketing - whenever the goal of marketing is identified and clear, what UDSB wants by using
digital advertising is clearly identified. Determining whether the goal of marketing is the dissemination of the
site, brand or raising the number of visitors to the site is known (Hemann, 2013).
As examples:
● An Unclear goal would be using digital advertising to get a higher number of visitors (Hemann, 2013). A
goal that has no numbers is difficult to a) improve and b) find the weakness points.
● A positive goal in digital marketing is that you divide a goal into short- and long-term aspects (Hemann,
2013). The goal of digital marketing is to get 1000 visitors in the first month, or the first three months, and
10,000 visitors by the end of the year. The reason behind this is that when short-term goals are not realized,
UDSB might have a quick reaction, developing, or improving digital marketing (Hemann, 2013).
3. The third step of Digital Advertising Analytics is network display advertising. It is a way to display
advertising on external sites (known as third-party websites) that share the same demographics, users or
customers (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011). Moreover, UDSB might pay only for the first 1000 Impressions (CPM)
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(Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011), in order to maintain the marketing budget (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011). This method
leads to more budget control and UDSB will know how much this ad will cost (see Figure 12) (Goldfarb &
Tucker, 2011).

Figure 12. PPC VS CPM
Source: Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011.

4. The four step of Digital Advertising Analytics is revenue from digital advertising (Hemann, 2013). Digital
Advertising does not end with digital marketing analysis before the ad is displayed (Hemann, 2013). UDSB must
not leave anything to chance in digital marketing (Hemann, 2013). Moreover, UDSB needs to keep up with the
results of Digital Advertising and then develop, improve or even change it if necessary (Hemann, 2013).
5. The final Digital Advertising retargeting assists UDSB to reselect their visitors depend on the geographic
location. By using digital advertising analytics UDSB can select a specific location, for example, "United States”
and then pick one or more such as psychographic or behaviours to design the retargeting ad (see Figure 13)
(Hemann, 2013).

Figure 13. retargeting segmentation
Source: Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011.

6. Recommendation for strategy and planning of Digital Advertising Analytics for UDSB
Table 2. Recommendation for strategy and planning of Digital Advertising Analytics for UDSB
Internal data
o

All the data needed to do digital advertising analytics is

External data
o

Digital advertising requires accurate information to understand users

on UDSB’s website and from that information UDSB will

or customers, across Google and other platforms. Therefore, users’ and

probably use it to do the digital marketing analysis. In

customers’ information should be obtained from reliable and confidential

addition, free data is generated to help understand customers

sites. For example, the keyword tool might assist UDSB to understand

(Chaffey, 2010).

which keywords most users use in the search engine (see Figure 13)
(Chaffey, 2010).
Notice: External data might cost UDSB a significant amount of money. The
author believes that UDSB might use only internal data and avoid paying
for external data (Chaffey, 2010).

Source. Chaffey, 2010.
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Figure 13. External data
Source. Keyword Tool 2019.

6.1 Conclusion
In sum, Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is the most effective digital marketing technique for UDSB, but also
the most challenging, for UDSB to reach a final decision without obtaining the required data and the purpose of
advertising. This report has outlined the search marketing strategy for UDSB conversion degrees. However, this
report has not explained the different platforms of search engines. This report has proposed five main ideas:
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO), Digital Advertising, Digital Marketing Analytics, Strategy and Planning of
Digital Advertising Analytics for UDSB, followed by some recommendations and a conclusion. Further research
or reports could be done about UDSB in terms of social media advertising compared to digital advertising.
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